
Background 
Results The modern history of Continuous Renal Replacement Therapy is 

characterized by the development of CRRT machines designed 

specifically for acute renal replacement in intensive care patients. 

If in the past these machines were basically derived from HD 

blood modules, in the last years they are designed exclusively as 

self-standing units for CRRT. Technologically, the evolution of 

CRRT machines  have seen different eras since 70’s till today. 

Nowadays, we are approaching the 4th generation of CRRT 

machines: very high efficiency, compactness, high number of 

actuators and sensors, precise and accurate methods to monitor 

fluid balance, nice and practical touchscreen monitors, automatic 

system of mounting the disposables are only few examples of how 

these machines greatly involved for a technological point of view.  

In such context, KibouTM (Asahi Kasei Medical Co., Tokyo, 

Japan) is one of the newest machine coming out into the market 

(figure 1).  
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Methods 

The machine has 5 peristaltic pumps (blood, 

dialysate/repalcement pre filter, replacement 

post filter, effluent and citrate) and 1 

syringe pump (heparin/calcium). 

Kibou machine can perform different CRRT 

therapies with the possibility to use only a 

single platform; in particular, modalities for 

both adults and pediatrics, counter-current 

and co-current configurations, the use of 

heparin or citrate-calcium anticoagulation 

therapies and plasma exchange can be 

delivered (figure 2).  
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Figure 1 KibouTM machine 

Figure 2 Performable treatments with Kibou  

Based on the traditional experience of International Renal 

Research Institute of Vicenza (IRRIV), in vitro and α test 

evaluation of Kibou and related disposables has been conducted. 

During in vitro phase, all the possible modalities and treatments 

have been performed, even for 24 hours.  

12 in vivo treatments were performed: 3 SCUF, 3 CVVH, 3 

CVVHD, 3 CVVHDF, all for adult patients. The treatment 

parameters have been set based on the clinical needing of the 

patients. Machine’s usability and accuracy has been evaluated by 

the staff (clinicians, nurses and engineers) through scores table. 

The measurement of the accuracy of fluid balance system 

(gravimetric) has even been performed comparing the displayed 

values in the monitor of the machine and in the bed scales.  

Based on score table compiled by the staff, the machine hardware 

results compact and well organized, with 3 well separated 

compartments (dialysate/replacement, blood and effluent) that 

facilitate the preparation phase. Auto-priming function allows short 

priming time. The interface is user friendly in all the modalities 

(SCUF, CVVH, CVVHD, CVVHDF, TPE, for adults and pediatrics) 

and the touch-screen monitor helps the users to set the parameters 

quickly. 

In particular, the nurses and staff involved found the “dose-

prescription” mode very innovative and useful: it allows  to 

automatically set the flows and the parameters into the machine by 

simply inputting the prescribed dose value (figure 3). Moreover, 

during the treatment, in the main screen there are displayed the 

values of the current and cumulated dose, useful to understand if the 

treatment is sufficiently efficient in comparison with the clinical 

prescription (figure 3).      

CurefloTM ACF-130W filter has been used for the in vivo evaluation. 

Kibou is a promising CRRT machine that can perform multiple 

continuous therapies with just one platform. In particular, we 

evaluated a highly accurate gravimetric fluid balance control system 

and a user friendly interface. The “dose prescription” mode is 

innovative and a useful tool for clinicians and nurses.  

We can conclude that Kibou is one of the first machines of the new 

frontier of CRRT devices: the fourth generation of CRRT machines. 

Discussion 

During the α in vivo test we compared the Net Ultrafiltration (net 

UF) displayed by the machine with the decrease of weight of the 

patient measured by the bed scale. The results matched well in all 

the cases with different set net UF flows: the measured fluid balance 

error was always lower than 0.3%, in all the modalities. 

The delivered therapies were as prescribed, the patients improved 

and the whole treatments have been conducted good.  

On the contrary, CVVHDF pre-infusion and pre + post infusion are 

not performable. For pediatric treatment the continuity of the flow of 

peristaltic blood pump need to be maintained and improved.  

Figure 3 Screen during prescription and treatment phases showing the «dose- 

prescription» mode  


